Essential kitchens

Nordic
Drama
SIMPLE, TIMELESS AND OH SO ELEGANT,
A SCANDINAVIAN KITCHEN COULD BRING
A BREATH OF FRESH AIR TO YOUR ABODE
FEATURE Hayley Gilbert

CENTRAL ATTRACTION
Sola Kitchens is the only company
in the UK that specialises in
bespoke Scandinavian kitchen
design. They offer both classic
Swedish and contemporary Danish
styles, all built bespoke in their
workshops in Sweden and
Denmark. This design is from their
contemporary range with a Form
45 island in white pigmented, book
matched oak veneer. The back wall
is made from spray painted MDF
doors with pocket doors to conceal
appliances. Prices start at £35,000
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T

here’s something so uplifting about a
Scandinavian-inspired kitchen. Maybe
it’s the play on light and space with
accents of warm wood to soften the look,
or perhaps it’s the fact that it always
looks fresh and inviting. Whether it’s the
festive season, full of crisp winter mornings and lazy
weekend brunches with family and friends, or a relaxed
summer’s day with the doors flung open to the elements,
whatever the weather and mood outside, a Scandi-style
kitchen always seems to be a joyous affair.
The key, it seems, is to select the colour scheme with
care. ‘I’d suggest the palette remains predominantly white,’
advises Simon Burr, kitchen designer at Harvey Jones,
‘with a dash of light wood to prevent the room from looking
too clinical. When choosing accessories, stick primarily to
neutrals, although the occasional bright hue can add
interest to the room.’ Oak veneer is a popular choice, with
horizontal wood grain to bring a textural feel. Contrasted
with matt or gloss white doors and matt black accents, the
effect is clean-lined and simple – easy to keep clean and
clutter-free. Working along similar lines to the Shaker
concept of form and function, the Scandi kitchen is usually
designed along a practical basis, with a place for
everything and everything in its place. Fussy detail has no
standing in this style of kitchen, which is one reason why
pocket doors are so appealing. These bi-fold screens can conceal everything from
cookware and store cupboard essentials to built-in appliances and a burgeoning cookery
book collecti on. This way the scheme is practical for everyday cooking and dining, as well
as maintaining its minimal feel.
Some designers favour the monochrome mood with rich, dramatic black-stained oak
or powder coated steel cabinetry and this certainly keeps things current with an almost
industrial effect. To finish the room, choose a soft lighting scheme with eye-catching pendant
shades, ideally on a dimmer so you can alter the ambience in an instant, and scatter seating
with cosy faux fur cushions and throws then dot a few lanterns, candles and plants around for
a more cosy, lived-in look. EKBB

URBAN VIBE
Left Work surfaces
can have a huge
influence on the
overall look and feel
of a Scandi space.
Caesarstone quartz
in 4011 Cloudburst
Concrete costs from
£550 per sq. m and is
durable and
hardwearing. The raw,
urban feel can be
softened with white,
grey and wooden
accents

OpEN spACE
Right The perfect
ambience for stylish
living, this Forza Lux
oak finish kitchen
features stainless
steel grip recesses
and a quartz work
surface. Prices start
from £25,000
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LINEAR LOOK
Part of the contemporary
collection at Sola Kitchens, this
design is made from spray painted
MDF with integrated handles. Walls
are created from panelled, reclaimed
wood. With prices from £35,000,
all Sola’s kitchens are completely
bespoke and built to your
exact measurements and
specifications
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sEAMLEss FINIsH
Scavolini’s Qi kitchen is designed by Japanese
studio Nendo. This simple yet striking composition
features floor-to-ceiling Switch cabinets in Hono
Elm with Iron Grey matt lacquered doors on the
central island. Prices start from £10,000

‘It’s not just the Scandinavians who are experts in sleek design.
Scavolini’s Qi kitchen was conceived by Japanese studio Nendo
and made in Italy, but mirrors the pared-back Scandi style’
Vittorio Naldi, UK branch manager, Scavolini

COsY Up
The Symphony range from Rotpunkt,
from £24,000, is available in 24 door
colour options, including Pastel Grey
Oak. Add a woodburning stove or
range cooker for a central focal point
that will keep things toasty during
the winter months
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OpEN HOUsE

Above Schiffini’s Lepic kitchen is designed by
British designer Jasper Morrison and features
veneered natural oak and Fenix NMT in white,
grey or black – a nanotechnological material
which is opaque, soft to the touch and very
hardwearing. Priced from £20,000, it focusses
on practicality and the pleasures of cooking

Below This basement space could have been
dark and oppressive but instead has been
transformed into a light-filled, open-plan
kitchen diner with TM Italia’s T30 cabinet
collection in Ice White and Olmo wood veneer.
It’s available at Hub Kitchens where prices
start from £40,000
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DEsIGNER DETAIL
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How popular is the Scandi style right now? ‘Scandi
style’ has become a buzzword in the last few years and
looking at the KBBArk website for example, approximately
7% of all searched for kitchens were for ‘Scandinavian’.
How would you describe the look? When searching
on the web, a range of different styles come up to
describe it, from super minimalist to quite classic. The
reason is that Scandinavian covers everything from
Swedish and Danish to Norwegian. However, if you look
at these different countries, the styles are actually quite
different. The element that remains the same is that all
countries use a lot of light colour, predominantly white,
and light woods, but if you look at Danish and Swedish
design, they are quite different.
In what way are they different? Danish design is super
minimalist and contemporary with no fuss whatsoever
and completely clean lines. It’s very stark and features
monochrome colours with a lot of white and only accents
of light woods or black. Swedish design on the other hand
is much more homely and classic, with plenty of
Shaker-style doors, which barely exist in Denmark, and
more texture and details in the design. However, even
though Swedish design is more classic, it still retains
quite sleek, straight lines and there is much less ‘fluff ’.
The colour schemes are very similar to Denmark, which
has to do with the very long, cold and oh so dark winters
in Scandinavia, so you need to try to retain as much light
as you possibly can indoors to reflect the sparse amount
of daylight during the long winters.

BUILDING BLOCKs
For a modular
concept, Vipp
kitchens are available
in four sections – an
island, an island with
seating, wall and tall
modules – and each
can be built with
predefined units of
your choice. This wall
module can be
created from one to
10 cabinets and is
made from black
powder-coated steel,
which is highly durable
and resilient to daily
wear and tear. This
six-unit module would
cost around £16,640

‘Scandi kitchens are the hub of the home, so it’s
essential to create a space that is uncluttered
to maintain a calm and serene feel’
Daniele Brutto, co-founder, Hub Kitchens

pERFECT FIT
With an island from the Form 1
range, this Sola Kitchens scheme
features units that are designed as slim
drawer fronts, which can be connected to
create drawers with different heights –
from shallow cutlery storage to deep pan
solutions, as well as full door panels to
conceal fully integrated appliances. In
black stained oak, it’s contrasted with a
back wall in white spray painted
MDF with pocket doors and
costs from £35,000
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WELCOME HOME

CLEAR THINKING

Above A Danish couple commissioned
this true Nordic-style hand-built Martin
Moore kitchen with a typically Scandi crisp
aesthetic. Painted in Little Greene’s French
Grey Mid 162, prices for the Architectural
collection start from £35,000

Right Keep all your store cupboard
essentials within quick and easy reach
inside the Sebastian Cox glazed upright
cupboard by deVOL, which costs from
£2,880. It’s the perfect finish to a
pared-back kitchen scheme
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CRIsp CLAssIC
Made from a mix of tulipwood,
plywood and oak, finished in a
Driftwood paint colour, the Suffolk
kitchen from Neptune is a minimal
design based on the Shaker look. A
beautiful blank canvas, it’s easy to
personalise with your choice of handles,
worktops, accessories and finishing
touches. The Charlecote
four-drawer kitchen island is
priced £3,150
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Rattan hanging lamp,
£225, Out There Interiors

Beat Black Trio round pendant
system, £975, Tom Dixon

PERFECT PENDANTS

Louis Poulsen PH 5
pendant lamp, £662, Trouva

Epitomising the Scandi style of overhead
lighting, here’s our pick of the best pendants
to complete your kitchen scheme

Normann Copenhagen
Norm69 X-large white
pendant, £110, Ross & Brown
Bloomingville Fisherman’s
bamboo pendant lamp,
£155, Beaumonde

Aplomb, from £213 each,
Christopher Wray

CLAssIC ELEGANCE
For something more traditional, Second Nature’s
Mornington Beaded design has an ash door with
an elegant quarter round bead for a timeless look.
Available in 27 colours, prices start from £10,000
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL
Part of Sola Kitchens’ Classic range
with Shaker-style doors, this solid ash
design has been hand-painted on site
and features a large island unit with 12
small apothecary-type drawers.
There’s a built-in seating area with
storage drawers beneath and a cosy
sheepskin rug on top to snuggle up
on. Prices start from £35,000

‘To achieve a stylish Scandi look, focus on sleek lines and
concealed hinges to give a streamlined, contemporary finish’
Simon Burr, designer, Harvey Jones

ExpOsED
MATERIAL
Clean lined and
modern, while still
retaining plenty
of character, the
Harvey Jones new
Arbor design starts
from £18,000 and
looks striking teamed
with an exposed
brick wall. It’s the
perfect blend of the
company’s Shaker
and Original ranges
and is hand-built
and made to order
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